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Topia Go
Topia Go puts the employee
back in control of their move
with modern, data-driven mobile
and online tools. Topia Go gives
employees peace of mind about
their move, paints a clear picture
of life in their new destination,
and provides easy access to live
support whenever it’s needed.
Key Features

Key Benefits

•  Dashboard view of the move status, upcoming tasks and
relocation timeline

•  Modern relocation tools partnered with live personal support
•  User friendly experience with dynamic and configured content

•  Interactive City Guides including our dynamic Neighborhood
Planner (in select cities)

•  Puts employees in control of their relocation

•  Editorial content mixed with visual content and data widgets,
quantifying 600+ dimensions of cost & quality of life

•  Sets realistic expectations on the timeline and status of the
move and what to expect at destination

•  Ability to compare price quotes, book relocation services and
receive automatic service updates

•  24/7 access to both their relocation management tools and live
support by Topia Advocates

•  Online tools such as live video powered home survey for
household goods shipping

•  Reduced emails and questions handled by HR Teams
•  A better relocation experience for your employees

•  Ability to submit expenses and bank details, and track payment
status through approval and payout phases
•  Secure expense receipts and document uploading
•  Live Chat support (when purchased with Topia Move*)
•  Uniquely configured for your relocating employees
•  Clear explanation of policy benefits
•  Pairs with Topia Move (for full functionality) and optionally with
Topia Manage (for City Guides only).
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A modern relocation experience for your employees
Your relocating employees deserve an experience that mirrors how they already manage their
everyday lives as users of modern consumer apps. With Topia, your employees have access to
powerful online tools to manage their relocation paired with 24/7 live support - no matter where
in the world the employee is.
The experience for employees brings together a modern and intuitive interface with live and
custom information. The result is engaged employees with peace of mind knowing the status of
their relocation, at every step of the way.

Empower your employees with information and control
Whether a relocation is a managed move or self service, employees need clear explanations of
their benefits, and the tools and information to stay on top of their move. Topia Go empowers
your employees with a detailed benefits page, configured task lists, predictive timelines, status
notifications, online service booking, expense management and more.
We also ensure your employees feel comfortable with their new home and settle quickly. Our
City Guides bring together curated content from expat writers with millions of live data points to
provide a dynamic, yet personal view of their new city. In a growing number of urban areas, our
Neighborhood Search quickly finds you the most cost & commute optimal locations in relation to
your new office - a huge time saver when kicking off a real estate search!

Reduce HR time spent supporting relocating employees
Employees supported by Topia have all the relevant information about their move right at their
fingertips. And when they have a question, their Topia Advocate is available 24/7 to help them
along the way. The result for HR is a reduction in the number of phone calls and emails required
to support an employee on assignment or relocation. The result for employees is smoother
moves with greater satisfaction scores.

“The tool gave me very clear steps of the whole
process with proactive information about what I would
go through and my new home. Between my online
hub and my Topia Consultant I had the general sense
of being truly supported during this stressful period.”
-Relocated Employee
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